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The most recent addition to the pack,of

course, is the Nobel-Prize-winning  Obama,

Other two were the creations of his prede-

cessors and unwillingly adopted by him, by

virtiue of his powerful position.

Obama is too well known to be explained

or analysed.   How about Osama and

Hisbulla ?

Familiar names but their antecedents are

shrouded in history and mystery.  Who

came first, and who was responsible for

their arrival on the international scene of

action?

Osama was killed by Obama' agents who 'in-

vaded' a sovereign country looking for US

enemies.  Those enjoying power and position

can afford to flex their muscles as and when

they think necessary.   Their incursions are

not invasions because they are dione by the

US. 

Parents have no right to kill their own son or

daughter, but in this case the son had grown

too big for his shoes.  That was too much.. 

How come Obama became Osama's father,

or creator, one may ask.  In fact it was his

predecessor by the name of Bush that

brought about the monster by the name of

Obama in order to counter the  Russian inva-

sion of Afghanistan,   Obama just had to

adopt him.  No, by the time he arrived on

the scene,  'once -darling' had become

persona non grata. 

Obama arrived after 9,11 by which time

erstwhile friends had becme enemies.

What most peace-lovers forget is that

Bush went after a non-existing Al Queada

into Iraq because he wated some excuse

to topple Sadam Hussein.  

Now, Al Queada is everywhere, in Iraq ,in

the US and in Afghanistan where the Us

itself brought this unholy character into

being.

What Obam and his

colleagues do not

realize is that their

problems were their

own creatons and

cannot be solved

without removing

the causes that led to the current situation. 

First, the war in Afghanistan.   Why does

not the US admit therir initial mistake of

boosting an uncontrollable force which is

now appearing everywhere?

It is true that a powerful nation like the US

cannot plead guilty to any wrong done earlier.

That is humiliation.  Let us not expect that

type of behaviour from the big man.  Let

them set about bringing changes that could

improve relations with the parties concerned,

whether in the form of negotiations or in

some other way.   Misunderstandings and

misgivings are not helpful in world affaiirs.  

Then the never-ending issue of Palestine.  It

is true that the British played a bigger role

creating the Middle East situation if  not the

problem itself.    After the Balfour eclaration

they seem,to have withdrawn from the scene

giving its place to the new world leader the

US.  Have they played their part honestly to

ameliorate the suffering of the dislaced

Palestinians?   How may times have they

stood in the way of applying UN resoilutions

to improve the conditions of Palestine peo-

ple?   

Why does not Israel stop building houses in

disputed Palestine land?    Why does the

Israel goverment ignore all UN resolutions ?

Because they are sure of US support giving

them arms and ammunition to fight the dis-

placed Palestinians 

Hisbulla is again no evil fallen from nowhere

by accident.  It is as a rersult of the aggres-

sion of Israel.  It is no use telling the world

hat Arab nations made the situation worse by

attacking the new nation.  That failed war is

now history, but the suffering of Palestinians

is reality, which cannot be ignored for ever

Patching up operations in the form of negoti-

ations without genuinely rsmoving the cmain

obstacles to any prorgress is useless.  This

game ought to stop in the name of world

peace and  sanity.

Ubama should review the Bush doctrine of

'exporting' demcracy to countries that are not

eadu for the Anerican medicine. 

These may be false hopes, but someone has

to ask the US to downplay its role and help

the UN to do its job, at least as best as it

could. 

Osama, Obama and Hisbulla
The three factors in world politics and peace.
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